Abstract-We are in the information intensive environment in which various forms of digital contents have been growing exponentially.
I. INTRODUCTION
In order to face the challenges of the information intensive environment that we are in, knowledge management and related technologies for managing these digital contents has risen to be the most important issues to be tackled [1] . Good knowledge representation has been considered as backbone of any information retrieval system. Preprocessing of data further ensures that strong and elastic backbone to be built.
Since we are using semantic relation for our knowledge representation, the preprocessing technique has been imposed on the semantic data represented as skolem clauses. In dealing with preprocessing of skolem clauses from multiple documents, many questions arise on how to handle the redundancy issues as well as inconsistencies issues in which similar document contents are being represented with different sets of skolems. Thus, this research has focused on how to overcome the redundancy issues and inconsistencies among skolem clauses by integrating with WordNet and lexicon from lexical database.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
With the vast amount of digital data growth, the storing and indexing these data for effective and efficient retrieval becomes an important issue that needs to be handled [2] . In the early of 1990s, researches have created large scale models of words by factoring large term-by-document matrices to be used the retrieval process [3] .
However, the major problem that needs to be handled carefully in dealing with multiple documents is to index similar sentences with same meaning but have been constructed by using different sets of words. This is a common problem in which documents often generated by users who are from different linguistic habits, knowledge, or needs. In these kinds of circumstances, these documents content may mean the same but the terms used are different. It has been proven with the studies by [4] in which they have shown that the probability for 2 person to choose the same keyword for a well known object is only 20%. [5] further strengthen the studies by revealing that mismatches are relatively frequent and this factor motivates the use of semantic method in solving it.
Assigning the correct semantic representation for a given predicate impacts the effectiveness of knowledge representation task [5] . Their study has potrayed that the frequent mismatches triggered the use of semantic method incorporating syntax-based methods. In achieving this, language information can be utilized in which these information is provided by various kinds of language D2 -2 978-1-4577-0752-0/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE resources. Among them are WordNet, thesaurus, lexicon and semantic net [6] .
Incorporating WordNet in knowledge representation is not something new. WordNet is considered to be the most famous and widely used language resource in many knowledge management, natural language processing or information retrieval research [7] . It is a general lexical database developed by Princeton University which provides rich semantic relations of words [8] . There are researches that integrated this resource in making the knowledge representation more effective and enhances the retrieval result( [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] ). [11] have proven that utilization of semantic relation with the use of WordNet has improved the effectiveness of IR systems. Moreover, [12] has also shown that question and document paragraphs are parsed into logic forms which is based on predicates with the use of WordNet. As for [10] , WordNet has been incorporated in the knowledge representation of a single reading comprehension document which has been represented as skolem representation. What makes our research to be different compared to others is that we have used skolem representation which has been integrated with WordNet and lexical database for multiple documents. This paper shows the approach that has been taken in incorporating these two resources in building effective knowledge representation which comprises of multiple documents.
III. SKOLEM PREPROCESSING Skolem representation has been used as a knowledge representation technique in this research. This representation managed to tie the associations that exist between the skolem and provide information that helps in storing process. Since we are dealing with multiple documents, single unified knowledge representation is needed [13] . Fig 1 shows the overall semantic skolem indexing framework. This framework shows the processes involved in generating single knowledge representation which is known as semantic matrix. Skolem preprocessing is an important process that needs to be executed before the semantic matrix is generated.
Documents in the form of natural language text will be fed into automatic lexicon generator as shown in fig. 1 . Automated lexicon generator has been used to provide input through lexical database to the skolem preprocessing process. The automatic lexicon generator with the use of Apple Pie Parser generates dynamic lexicon file to be output to the lexicon database [14] . The output of this lexicon generator contains part of speech(POS) tagging which helps in understanding the meaning of each word. This feature is important since a word may have more than one meaning in which it can be represented as noun or verb or an adjective [15] . For an example, "book" is represented as verb or noun depending on the context in which the word exist. Although WordNet is known in providing semantic relations of words, it did not manage to identify automatically in which category the word belongs to. The POS that has been incorporated in lexicon database helps in identifying this information about a word. Thus, the integration of WordNet and lexicon is needed as language resource in skolem preprocessing to identify semantically similar documents and prevent redundancy. Skolem representation for each document will be the main input document for skolem preprocessing process as shown in Fig 1 . Each skolem representation document will then be processed by the preprocessing engine. This engine takes advantage of lexicon database and WordNet to identify the semantic relation of the skolem. Each of the skolem clauses in skolem representation document will be mapped to the lexicon database in order to identify the POS. Once the POS has been retrieved, skolem clauses will be unified according to WordNet representation. The present skolem representation which is based on WordNet representation will then be compared with skolems in semantic matrix. If present skolem exist in the semantic matrix, the frequency of existence of this particular skolem will be increased in the matrix. On the other hand, if the present skolem does not exist in the semantic matrix, then it will be inserted as a new skolem element into the semantic matrix. This preprocessing process ensures that the skolem is being represented without any semantic redundancy before it gets unified and indexed into the semantic matrix.
Example
Here is an example of small text documents that consist of 7 documents that have been used for illustrative purpose. In this example each document consists of 1 or 2 sentences. The sentences are represented in natural language as shown below. Each of the natural language documents will be represented as skolem representation after going through the first order logic translation process as well skolem constant generation process. Table 1 shows the skolem representation for document 1 to document 7. Document1: Document2: author(g1). book(g2). writes(g1,g2).
author(g12). book(g13). writes(g12,g13).
Document 3:
Document 4: writer(g25). book(g26). writes(g25,g26).
writer(g31). two(g32). famous(g32). book(g32). writes(g31,g32).
Document 5:
Document 6: person(g35). booklet(g36). writes(names(g35,james),g36). booklet(g36). writes(james, g36). right(g37). view(g37). shares(writes(james,g36),g37).
individual(g41). book(g42). writes(names(james,g41), g42). book(g42). writes(james, g42). correct(g43). perspective(g43). shares(writes(james,g42), g43).
Each of these skolem representation documents will be processed by skolem preprocessing engine before the documents gets indexed into semantic matrix.
IV. RESULT & DISCUSSIONS
This section evaluates the results of skolem-document matrix for all the 6 documents. Comparison has also being made between the matrix which does not go through the preprocessing stage and with the matrix which incorporates the preprocessing. The results of skolem-document matrix consist of rows representing the number of occurrences of all the unified skolem clauses in the documents and the column represents the document numbers. Result in Fig 2 shows the skolem-document matrix that has been generated without integrating WordNet and lexicon. On the other hand, Fig 3 shows the skolem-document matrix with the integration of both of these language resources.
As for document 1, 2 and 3, it represents the same meaning although some word is represented differently. A1 that is shown in Fig 2 indicates the representation of document 1, 2 and 3. Altough skolem "writer" as stated in document 3 has similar meaning as "author", however, it has been represented as a different skolem in the semantic matrix. The same set of documents has been represented more effectively as B1 in Fig  3 in which it caters for the similarity of these two skolems. Document 5 and document 6 consist of two sentences for each document and both of these documents content are similar.
A2 in Fig 2 clearly shows that both of these documents are being represented independently without any similarities. This can be seen in the number of occurrence of skolems in each documents does not overlap with one another. Meanwhile, B2 in Fig 3 shows contradicting results in which skolems in document 5 and document 6 are similar to each other.
The results have proven that the semantic matrix without skolem preprocessing fails to takle redundancy issues. It also B1 fails to handle those sentences which contains the same meaning but represented with different terms. Thus, the recall and precision result for this experiment clearly shows poor performance compared to the experiment which incorporated skolem preprocessing.
The main purpose of skolem preprocessing to be incorporated in building knowledge representation is to improve recall and precision. In our case, the noise has been reduced tremendously with the use of WordNet and lexicon. As a result, it also managed to reduce the number of recall and increase the precision. V. CONCLUSIONS The skolem preprocessing technique described in this paper shows that an effective knowledge representation has been successfully created with the integration of WordNet and lexicon. This integration managed to get rid of redundant data during the indexing process as well as it handles the similar sentences which contains different terms.
For future enhancement, the skolem preprocessing as described in this paper will be extended to cater for huge collection of documents. Besides that, this knowledge representation will be used for information retrieval systems.
